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2017 – 2020 Labrador City Streets Reconstruction 
 

 The work shall be carefully executed and ensure all necessary precautions are taken to 
prevent damage to existing infrastructure and private property. 

 
 Work will be staged to minimize disruption to residences affected. Temporary parking will be 

provided as required for residents unable to access their driveways. 
 
 During construction safe pedestrian access to all properties will be maintained.  

 
Hudson Drive – Civic Address 603 to 625 
 

- Replace asphalt from 603 to 625 Hudson 
- Replace all sidewalk in front of, and between the Pentecostal and Anglican Churches (119m) 
- Replace 42.5 m of sidewalk between 619 to 625 Hudson Dr. 
- Replace 26.2 m of sidewalk between 607 to 609 Hudson Dr. 
- Replace and adjust Catch Basin frames and covers at Hudson/Viking Intersection 

 
Tamarack Drive – Civic Address 827 through Elm Intersection. 
 

- Replace asphalt from the intersection of Pine/Tamarack to Intersection of Elm/Tamarack 
- Repair of sanitary service lines with a history of blockages. 
- Replace all concrete curb on the on the even civic address side from Pine/Tamarack to 

Intersection of Elm/Tamarack. 
- Upgrade the storm sewer outfall from Oak Ave. 

 
Drake Ave & Drake Ave/Avalon Intersection 
 

- Replace asphalt from 95 Drake Ave. to Avalon Dr. 
- Replace concrete at all driveway entrances from 95 Drake Ave. to Avalon Dr. 
- New driveway entrances will be aligned to match existing driveways. 
- Up-grade Avalon/ Drake intersection Drainage and replace Asphalt. 
- Install Paraplegic ramps at all corners of the Avalon/ Drake intersection. 

 
Lakeside Drive – Bartlett Intersection to Pine Intersection 
 

- Replace asphalt from Bartlett intersection to Pine intersection 
- Replace approximately 100m of concrete sidewalks plus replace concrete sidewalks at all 

driveway entrances affected by the street reconstruction from Bartlett intersection-Pine 
intersection. 

- Install Paraplegic ramps at both corners of intersection of Lakeside and Birch. 
- Replace and adjust Catch Basin frame and cover at Pine intersection. 




